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PART CXVI

HYDRAULIC DFSIGN
CHAPTER 6
SURGES IN CANALS
6--01. SCOPE

This chapter is confined to the problem of surges which occur in navigation canals as a reault
of lock operations, since a full discussion of other unsteady flow phenomena which may occur in
open channels would be feasible only in a la.rge treatise.
a. Surge Problems. In canal design, the study of surges is necessary because of the following
three problems which are given in their probable order of importance: (1) to an extent governed
largely by traffic density; (2) surges which depress the water level reduce the effective channel
depth, those which raise the water level encroach upon the freeboard; and (3) surges may impose
sudden large loads upon miter gate operating machines. It should be emphasized that in most
canals, there is no serious difficulty with surges. Unless traffic density is great, an existing surge
problem can quite easily be alleviated. Nevertheless, some consideration of the surge problem is
warranted in design, particularly for long, excavated canals controlled by high head locks.
b. Limitations of Theoretical Analysis. The theoretical laws of unsteady flow in open channels
are well established but, except in a few fields such as flood wave transmission and tidal hydraulics,
the techniques of applying the laws to practical problems are not yet well developed. Certain
simplifying assumptio~s which are permissible in ,the study of canal surges are entirely inappropriate for the analysis of unsteady flow phenomena which may occur in channels used for other
purposes. For example, surges of large amplitude cannot be tolerated in practical navigation
canals nor can the occurrence of high velocities. Therefore, methods applicable exclusively to
surges of small amplitude may be used. In navigation canals, the velocities of flow are so low that
they may, for some purposes, be neglected. Limitations exist as to the accuracy which can be
realized, regardless of the computation procedures adopted. This is true for several reasons;
minor changes in canal cross section produce partial reflections which cannot be evaluated; traffic
in the canal has a similar effect; interference between newly generated and reflected surges occurs.
The latter problem would not be a serious obstacle if the strength of reflected surges were known,
because the effects of two or more waves can readily be combined. However, basic data as t.o the
rate of energy dissipation in unsteady flow are unavailable. For these reasons, and others discussed in detail in several of the references listed at the end of this text, the results of any analysis
of canal surges should be treated as an index, comparable with similarly determined indices for
canals in succes3ful operation. To avoid presentation of ideas which cannot be supported by
observed data, this chapter is confined to the case of level canals which are reasonably regular in
form. Surges in canalized rivers are less important than those in canals because the river widths
are generally much greater. This is fortunate because the analysis of the effects of major channel
irregularities is very speculative. Traffic-induced surges in navigation canals are significant
mainly from the standpoint of vessel power requirements and are not considered in this chapter.
Surges which occur in lock chambers are likewise excluded as a. special problem in lock design a.nd
are discussed in chapter 4 of this part.

H2. TERMINOLOGY
Since the text involves the repeated use of terms which are not in common use, it appears
arlvisable to introduce a few basic definitions at this point.
Surge is generally used to describe the monoclinical gravity wave of either elevation or depression which is generated by a sudden or rapid change in the discharge of an open channel. A
1
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surge profile is goHrned by the rate of change of discharge. In equalizing a navigation lock with
an· adjacent canal level, the initial head is great with the maximum disehurge rate occurring as
soon as the vnlns ure fully opened. However, the head fulls as the equuliL.o.lion proceeds and the
discharge gruduo.lly deereases. Thus, the equalizution produces not just one monoclinical wave
but two, whil'h are of opposite sign; one with a ruther sleep iut'l' which corresponds to the rnpid
initiation of discharge, and unoth~r with a very gcutle slope, COITl',;ponding to the gradual reduction
of discharge. The steep front causes a depnrt lll'f' from the initial state of rest in the channel and
the gl·ntle front of opposite sign causes a restoration to the initial lt•vd and also to the original
state of Z('fO !low. Gl·Iwrally speaking, somt•whnt cuntmry to tiH' usual meaning of the term, the
P-ntire solitary wun of l'ilher elevation or depression whieh is formed in a canal as a n•sult of a lock
operation Juny lw cnlled a surge. Ilowf'vcr, this solitary wave is really not one surge but two of
opposite sign.
Positin: ~>Uiflt8 elt•vatc the walt•r surface.
Negatice !iUI'Jt8 t!t-pn•ss the wuter level.
Celerity is the nlol'ity of a wave or eh•nll'nt tht>reof, l'l'luti,·c to the veloeity of flow. ''\Thf'n a
wave is propagated through ,;till wutcr, its absolute nloeity is equal to the cl'lt>rity but in moving
water the absolute vdot'ily may be t>ilhcr greater or lPss thun tlw celerity.
Amplitude is the displnt·l'ment of the water level due to a surge, mcasmeJ Vl'rtieully from the
original water lcn·l.

6-03. GENERATION OF SURGES

a. Small Surges of Constant Amplitude.•· 3 • 4 • 5 • 13 * Although the profiles of the surges generated
by lock opemt ions are of \'arying amplitudf•, it is instructive to consider first the generation of
sml\11 smges of constant amplitude. Plate I\o. 1 presents the derivation of all formulas necessftry
in the analysis of small surges of constant amplitude. With the formulas presented, it is possible
to dett•rmint• the edt>rity, amplitude, und absolute velocity of all surges, whether positive or negative,
propagatt>d l'itlwr upstream or downstream. The four possible cases are defined and illustrated
on Plate No. l. \\l1en thr water is initiully at rest, the appropriate case may be selerted by making
V, equal to 7.('1'0, in whil'h ease the celerity und the absolute velocity of the surge are identical.
Three equations for tht· eelPrity arc presented; the method which involves no avoidable approximations and, then•fore, callt•d the exaet equation, an appi'Oximute equation named after St. Venant,
and another approximate equation named aftt•r Lagrange. The exact equation should be used in
theoretical studit>s and for surges of great amplitude. St. Venant's equation is sufficiently accurate
for surges of modl•ratc amplitude. Lagrange's equation may be used for small surges. In a
practical case, the three equations can easily be tested by trial computation.
Notation: The symbols u'sed throughout the text and on the plates are listed at the end of the
chapter.
Sign Conventions: In the derivations, shown on Plate No. 1, all depths, velocities, and discharges are considered positive; all differences have been written by deducting the lesser quantity
from the greater so the differences also remain positive. Careful study of the definition sketches
will prevent error in sign.
Continuity Law: The continuity law is used in the form applicable to unsteady flow problems.
The shaded area of length S and y represents the change in cubic content of the channel in one
*Num~rs shown thus refer to references listed at end of this chapter.
Wave mechanics is a problem in hydrodynamics which is not well adapted to elementary treatment. The text has been limited to readily comprehensible
material. The references given compensate to some extent for the loss of exactitude incurred in simplifying the
text to the greatest possible extent.
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second. It is rvidPnt that thP change in cubic contC'nt of the chunnel ,,·hif·h occurs in one s<•cond
must equal thr difTt'rPnc.~ hf't,,·,~pn the dischnrgps into and out of the cltnnnel.
J!omtnlum Lrw:: In applying thf' monwntum law, a pf'riod of one ~wcond is considerf'd. The
applicable forcr' is thP difTPn•ncC' in hydrostatic prpssures upstrenm and do\\·nstrenm fr~m tlw surge
front. ThP vp]o('it,v <'hangP is mf'rl'ly the difTf'rrnce bC'tWf'C'n thr nlo!'itit'S prior to passage and in
the wukP of tlH' smgP front. ThC' mass to bP ttsC'd in thC' momC'nt ttm Ia"· must hf' tlw muss which
is suhjrC'! to thr nlocit,v l'hangP in a p('l'iod of one second. It might npprur thnt thr mass to be
USf'd in !ipplying :\('\\"ton's Spcond Law ('OI'frsponds to thr volump sn], but this is ('J'I'Onrous. A
surgt• trnvPiing do,,-n,.,tream ovPrtHkPs the flow at u mte (S- V 1 ) nnd one tnl\·t·ling upstrC'am
rncounter,; tlw flow nt u mt!' (S+ V 1). Thus, thr mn.ss to bP mwd in tlw mornrtttmn ('quation is
wDdr;(S- V1 ) for surges travPling downstrcn.m, and wDtfg(S+ V 1 ) for surges tr:r·Pling upstream.
Form ·~f S'ohilion: ThC' momentum and continuity laws yield two sirnulta wous l'4Uations
which may IH' solved in any d<'sirPd mann!'r. GenPrully, it is conwniPnt to ('Iiminute V2 and to
wive for ('us done on Plate :r\o. 1. Howpvcr, othrr solutions may lw more useful in some cases.
The <'Xpression for (!in tt.'rms of D 1 and D: cannot be solvC'd dirrctly, sinrP D 2 is unknown; succpssive approximations provide the most convenient solution. Owing to thP notation adopted,
the pxpression for Cis idrntiral in form for CasC's I, II, III, and IV. It should be nott'd carrfully
that in Cases I and III which drul with the positive surgC', -D2 exceC'ds D1, whPrcas in Cases II and
IV, dealing with thr negative surg<', D1 excPC'ds D2.
Equations for Height of Surge: For all four cases, an exprPssion is given for y, in tPrms of Q.,
Q2 , V 1 and C. It should be noted that it is not nrcessary to usc the exact expression for C'. Wnenever St. VC'nant 's and Lagrange's equations for celerity provide a sufficiently accurate value of
C, that value of (!may be uspd in the equations for surge height.
.
b. Small Surges of Varying Amplitude. The generation of small monoclinieal wavelets by
small diS:chargP has been illustrated by Plate No. 1. Any gradual variation of discharge can be
represented with any desired degree of precision as a succession of small instantaneous discharge
changes. It is evidC'nt, therefore, that gradually varying discharge is no obstacle to the determination of resulting surge profiles. It is only necessary to compute the celf'rity of each of a series of
wavrlets and to take account of the varying velocity of "fl.ow. This method of determining a surge
profile may be called the step method!· 3 · 4 • 6 The ste}' method may be used not only in determining
surge profiles in navigation canals but also other surges. For a large and fairly rapid discharge
change it may not be necessary to establish the surge profile. The exact equation for celerity may
then be used directly to find the surge amplitude. The stationary hydraulic jump is mprely a
stopped finite surge, a phenomenon which can occur only when the velocity of the oncoming flow
in Case III equals the celrrity of the stopped surge.'· 6 S. M. Woodward and C. J. Pasey 14 discuss
the moving hydraulic jump and show that the absolute velocity of the jump is governed by the
celerity and the velocity of flow. The jump may move e;ther upstrC'am or downstream. The case
of the jump moving downstream is not covered on Plate No.1, but is governed by principles identical
to those used in that illustration. While these problems are not directly pertinent to the study
of surges in navigation canals they do present some interpsting aspects which clarify the ovrr-all
problem and the concept of celerity.and its relationship to absolute velocity. For the gradually
varying dischargBs which generate surges in navigation canals, eithPr the step method or a quick
approximate mf'thod, as described below, should be used in obtaining surge profilPs. In the step
method, each of a series of small discharge changes is treated by the principh's developt'd for surges
of constant amplitude. However, because the surgt>s whieh occur in praetical nn.vigation canals
are small, the effect of neglecting variations in the crlerity with changes in depth is also rather small.
Furthermore, the celt>rity varies with the square root of the depth so the percentage variation in
celerity is about one-half as great &.s the percentage variation in depth. The Lagrange equation,
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which i;~ adopted herein for all celerity computations, gin•s th(' following variation of celerity with
drpth:
Depth

Celerity
(jt. p~r au.)

(jt.)

8

16.1

10

18.0

12

19.7

15

22.0
2.'5.4
28.4
~ l.l

20
2.')
~0

40

~5.9

50

40.2

It is clear that eelC'ritic~ are vNy high in comparison v.ith the velocities which can be permitted to
occur in a navig-n lion cnnal. HowevN, the maximum velocity of flow which accompanies the passage of a surge rnus('(l h:"-· n lock opNation need not be very high to cause some trouble in navigation.
The velocity has a wry sudden onsC't which a pilot cannot anticipate. Thus the velocity of flow
due to a surgC', despitr its small magnitud(' and its relatively short duration, is much more dangerous
than a comparable VC'locity which is constant or which arises gradually like a tidal current. Sometimes, and this is particularly true of deC'p cnnnls, the velocity of flow is so low in comparison with
the celerity that a reasonably correct surgC' profile can be obtained by use of the assumptions that:
The effect of depth mriation upon the celerity of all elements of the surge profile is negligible.
On the basis of this assumption, all C'lements of the profile are assumed to be transmitted at the
celerity corresponding to the original depth, using the Lagrange equation.
The effect of flow velocity upon the absolute veloC'ity of all elements of the surge :Profile is
negligible. On the basis of this assumption, the celerity is treated as the absolute velocity of
all elem('nts of thf' surge.
These assumptions and the approximate mC'thod based thereon should not be used unless the
limitations of the mf'thod are clrarly apprrciated. However, the approximate method is very
convenient whenevrr its usc is prrrnissible. The df'rper the canal and the lower the velocities generated, the srna!IC'r brromC's the error in use of the approximate method. Presentation _of the
approximate method in this chaptC'r is justifiC'd in part by the fact that the variations in the surge
profile, subsequrnt to g-rnrration, cannot be analyzed with precision.
c. Illustrative Example of Surge Generation. To aid in the usc of the step method and the
approximate method, illustrative examples have been prepared.
The following basic data arc assumed:
Lock Chambfr Dimenaion~:
Length_. _ .. ___ . ___ . _ . --. _---- . - .. ----- .. - - .... --.-- _ . ---- __ .. - . _.. ___ .
Width_ _ __ . ____ . ___ ,_ - __ . __ - - _- - _- - . - - -- _- - .... - - -. - - . -- __ .. _.. - __ . _ _ _ __ _
Lift _____________ . _
- - - _ -. - - - - _- - . - - - - - - - - ___ . __ ........ -- - - .. _
Canal Dimensions:
Mean Depth_ . _. __ . _
Surface Width ______ . _____ . _________ . _. ___ . _.. _. _________ . __ . ______ . _____ _
Timing Factors:
Equalization Period_ . _____ .- ___ - __ - .•... _.-- ___ ---.- ___ .---- _--- _... _-.- _
Valve Operation Period _____________ . ___ . ___ ._. __________ -_. _______________

600 ft. between gates.
110 ft. between walls.
30 ft.
14ft.
200ft.
8 minutes.
1 minute.

Since a canal of relatively shallow depth; a lock of rather high lift, and short equalization and valve
operation periods have been selected for the example, the comparison is unfavorable to the approximate method. That is, the difference between the surge profiles indicated by the comparison is
about as great as will occur in any practical problem. Plate No. 2 shows the principal curves for
the example. Figure a of that plate shows the water level in the chamber as a function of time for
the operation of equalization with the lower pool. This curve was obtained by use of differential

'
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equations of dischnrgf'. und<·r !n.l1ing head. In a pr11ctical case, a comparable curve might be ontained from modf'l tests. For ~implir.ih·, inC"r1 ial eff..,ets have bren ignort'd in deriving the curve,
therefore, the t:vpic1tl "ovcrt.ravel" of lt'Wl~ is nhsrnt. Plate No. 2, Figure b shows the Jiscltarl'e
out of the chnml>er as a function Qf time. Plnte No.2, Figure c shows the surge profile in thl\ ennui
downstream from the lock at the instant whrn equalization is complett•d. Amplitudc$ obtnint••l
by both the approximate m~thod and thl' stl.'p method are shown. The approximate m(•lhod is
illustrated in Table 1 a.nd the step method in Table 2.
Approximate Method: Recalling that the approximate method is based on the assumptions of
constant celerity and trf;!atment of the celerity as an absolute ,·eloCity, the surge profile may be fully
determined by the application of Lngrunge's equution and the la'.V of continuity to a series of
arbitrarily selected discharges sufficient to define the discharge hydrograph.
The celerity given by Lagrange's equation is

*

C•,.PD; ""21.2 ft.. per sec.

Sin~e,

in the approximate method, the ubsolutc vt•locity of all elements of the surge is constant and
equal to the celerity, the amplitude of any element of the surge ie given by the equation for surge
amplitude (Case 1):
•

'J

=

Q.-Q.

C+V1
Since all data in Plate No. 1 are based on unit width, the discharge must be divided by the surface
width of the canal before using the equations. In the present example, the width is 200ft. and Q1
and V1 are zero so:
Q.

Q.

y = (200)(21.2) -4240

The station of each amplitude at the end of the equalization period is simply the product of the
celerity and the travel time (in seconds), that is, the time which has t>lapsed since generation of tlw
amplitude in question. For a negative surge, generated when the lock is equalized with the upper
pool, the calculations are identical, in the approximate method, but the surge amplitude is measured
below the original level. The surge profile determined by t.he approximate method is always
identical in shape to the discharge hydrograph.
Step Method: In the step method, as in tho approximate method, a. number of discharges n.re
arbitrarily chosen from the hydrograph. However, the discharges should be quite closely spaced
on the hydrograph so that t.hs heights of the individual wavelete are amall. In the illustrative
computations, the celerity and velocity of each wavelet are based upon the preexisting velocity,
and depth, using the Lagrange equation. It would be more accurate to use the St. VenanL equation, particularly in the portion of the computat.ion in which rather large depth and velocity cho.ngeil
occur. However, the St. Venant equation requires repeated trial computations because the celerity
is dependent upon the amplitude which is unknown. The error due to use of the Lagrange equatio~
is tolerable fol." the study of navigatipn canul surges, but it should be recognized that an approximat~
method is being used. The columns ofTuble 2 o.re filled in on the basis of tho following instructiOiu,:
Col. 1-0eneralion Time: Enter the Lime from the inception of the occurrence of each of the
arbitrarily assumed sudden discharge ·changes.
Col. f-!Jischarge: Enter the discharges corresponding to the times shown in col. 1.
Col. S-Diacharge Increments: Euter the discharge changes, using positive signs for increased 4ischarge and negative signs for decreased discharge. (All discharge changes were considered positive in Plate No. 1, but in tabular computations it i8 convenient to use plus and
minus signs to denote respectively increments and decrements of discharge.)
Ool. 4-lnitiaL Depth: Enter the depth which obtains prior to the discharge change, Di.
Note that the initial depth, D, of any step corresponds to the cb'lnged depth Da of tho preceding
step.
Col. 6-Celerity: Enter the celerity corresponding to D, using L. ..•ange's equation.
Col. 6-lnitial Velocity: Enter the initial velocity, ~,.It Corresponding to Q_, and D,. (All
CW Eog
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discharges sho\Vn on Plate No. 1 are t.'xprl'saf'd in cubic (cot per second pt•r foot of width.
In this example, the width is 200 ft., eo th<' dis('hll.~f'!.! p•)r unit width are determined by inapuc ·
tion).
Col. 7-Surge 'VI'locify: F~ntt•r the oh!lOlutc surge velocity, which is-the sum of G and 'V;
for Case.s I and II, the difference bet wren C nnd V1 for Ciiscs III and IV.
Col. 8-Amplit'UI.k: Enter the amplitude of ~>aeh clement of the surgf~, which is cqua! lo t,he
discharge rhan~ divid<'d by S, in all <'llst>!l. (In Plat<: No. 1, thll amplitude, y, wns alway<.
~'Onsidered positive but, in tabular compu(a.twns it i'! <'Onven!ent to use plus and minus sign!'>
to denote, respectiv«•ly, increments and de<·n•ment~ nf depth).
0/jl. 9--Ch4ng~d Df'pi.\: }<~ntcr tlw depth subscqui\nt to the depth ch:ange, D,, which is th,-~
o.lgebraic sum of D 1 and y.
Col. JQ-Accumulohd A'l'nplitucle: 1<~nter the accumulated amplitude which is the nlgcbr·£l;t.
sum. of all previously occuring values of y.
Col. 11-Travd Ti1nt: Enter the time which remains until the end of the discharge chang':!.
Ool. 1:8-Sta.tUm: Enter the product of th"' absolute surge velocity and Lhe travel time.
TABLR

I
[

(I)

T,

(h

OtllfQ&Ion time (sec.)

Dl.ebar~.e i·~· ft.

0
30

0
4,400
8, 220
7,060
5,87()
4,600
3,620
2, aso
I, 180
0

I

60
120

I

180
240
300
360

!

4'20
480

l

th~

1.-Deter"'irnJlion ofaurgl! projil1: by

-----I----;;,---~-,

(3} ----;--

(4)

1

T,

Amplitude (U.;

L _____,____

app0%imate method

(I)

q

Q.-Q.

D,

IDeremenL•
(eu. rt.

loltl,.a

Dlacbarl'l
(CU. It

JM'f

-->

0
2,900
5, 700
8,200
7, 600

Dl~eblir11t

per lt'C.)

______

100

2, 900
2, 800
2, 500
-600
-500

6,500

-600

~ff

~.900

4,700
i:JllOO
2,300
1, 200
0

--

(1)

-eoo

d~!>!b

(fl.)

---

-1.200
- · 200

-1,200

I

0

480

10, 200
8,920

l.M

450
420
360

1. 38

300

1.11

240

. 83
. 55

120

• 28
0

60
0

15. !)0
15.82
15. 70
15.00
1.'i. 48
15. 38
15.09
\4. 84
14. M!
14 84

I

7,650
6,370
5,100
3,820
2,550
1,270

lfiO

o_j

(I)

(It)

(7)

v,

.s

C

hntlal

(fl. per
-..)

YOIG<·IIy
(ft., ....

-->

Rur,e

vel~~eily

(ft.~·
~~.\

·r~~
I

''~'P

1

21. 2
21. 7
22. 2
22. 6
22. 5
22. "
22. 4
22. 2
22.1
21. 9
21. 7
21.4

0
1. 0
.\. 9
2. 7
2. 4
2. 3
2. 1
l. 9
;.~

1. 2
•8
•4

ft.)

::
(t&.)

1
-1-·---~-

21 2 I 0. tiS
. 62
22. 7
24. 1 I . 52
-.12
2ft. 3
2-i. D
-·. 10
-.12
24. 7
-.12
2-1. 5
2'11. 1
-. 25
-. 25
23.8
-. 26
23. 1
-. 2-t
22. '6

I

:n. a

metlaMl

C~~

Amr,f•tude

-~~-:~~- - 0 --r-2~-~ II -- . -

114.
00
14.68

{.1,550

---------

C'tl~rlt:r

I.

Station (U.)

I. 04
I. 94

1 14.00

I
-·:'""I

-1,200

I

L

Travtl time (-.)

T ABLII 2.-l>dermi1'14tion of ~urp~ profile f>y the
(~)

(6):-l

I

-. 28

1

~:-,
I

(tO)•

(I

Z7

l

Aoeumu·

Tra\"el
ti me

latt.d

am~ltude
ft.)

<-.> I

;:21

I

sa...ttol!- 1
(U.)

--------

·14.00
14.68
15.30
15. 82
15. 70
15.60
15.48
15 38
15. 11
14. 86
14.00
14.36
14.08

I

0
. 6S
1. 30
1. 82
1. 70
1. 60
I. 48
1.36
1. 11
• 8fi

.w
.36
.08

,

-

I

4:~0

II}, 2fllj

480

9, 750
10,000
10, 100
9,820
8,910

I

8, 150

II

4 !()

4 20
3110
360

330
300
240
180
120
60
0

7,360
5, 790

4, 270

2, 780
1, 350

1

I
I

I
I
I

I
I

,
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lu Pint( Xo. 2, Figure cit is l'hown tlwt the' differC'nl'e in profi)ps obtninC'd by the two methods is
quitP snwll. As prC'\·ionsly mC'ntionC'd, the diffC'n'ni'C' will hC' smaller inn deeper canal or when the
lol'k lift is sJwtlkr in I'Olll)llll'ison with the ennal dl'pth. This is true b1•causc the amplitude-depth
rntio r.nd the vclocity-cdC'rit:v rntio will he smalk1·. CnsC' I and Case II in Plate No.1 formulas
an• nppli<·nhlc to the' surge's gC'nerflf('() downstrrnm from the lock; Case III and Case IV formulas
should hn usNI for the surge' gcnPrlliC'd upslrC'am from the lock.
!HI4. REFLECTION CONDITIONS

:-;lll'gt•s ma:v he rdl.-1·1<·d posit i\'(•ly, JH'gu t iwly, or purl inlly. ln I he Ia II <'I' <'asc, I ht> rl'flect ion
hn\'C' C'ithu n posit in• or nr!!nti\'C' sign.
a. Positive Reflection. \YhC'n n surge' or any othC'r wa ,.C' form C'ncotmtl'rs a bnrril'r, such as
n d<'nd C'IHI, tlw wave l'I'\'C'I'scs i Is d irC'el ion and trawls bnck upon itsC'lf without change in sign. This
is INIII!'d posit in rdl<'ction. Thus, n positiYC "·avC' is n·fl<•c!C'd ns a positivi' wave, a n!'gative wave
ns n n<'gal ivr wn\'<'. This ph(•nomrnon is known as positive r<'flrction. The I'C'sullant profile and
tlw nlol'ity <'Onditions in th<• n!'ighhorhood of th<• rcflC'cting surfac!' may bC' obtainNI by algebraic
com hinn 1ion of 1he C'ffects of t lu• n•fleeted and I I1C' oneoming wn ns. 5 At the rC'ftrcl ing surface, the
amplitude's of onC'oming and rdlec!C'd WI1\'C'S eorrrspond to the' samr point on the profiiC'. Therefore,
n ~rnph .of thr stage at the rdkcting smfnc<•, plottC'd as a function of time, is proportional to a
stnge-trml' graph at. a remote' point in the' chnnnC'l hut the ordinntrs at the reflecting surface are
t w i<"e as grC'Il t.
b. Negative Reflection. \rhC'n 11 surg<' or other wave form encounters a very large increase
in the ehannel width, such us 11 cnnnl C'ntrunce to 11 SC'a m·largelakC', the surge is reflected ncgati\•ely.
Thus, a positive wave is rcflC'cf('() ns a nC'gntiYe WI1Ye and \"iCC' versa. There is no simple mechanical
n1wiog-uC' for nC'gnt in rC'flt•<·t ion, making it d iffieult to visualizr; but H. Rouse 5 offers a good explanation oft hr phrnom<•non and E. I. Drown 8 provides nn cxnmplC' of application in a pmctical problem.
c\" in t ht• <·asP of posit in~ rdlect ion, the n•sult nnt pi'OfilC' in thr neighborhood of the reflecting surface
muy hC' ohtain<•d hy algebraic combination of the dfC'cts of oncoming and reflected profiles. A
('llrious phC'nonwnon occms wh<'n a waYc form symmC'trical about its midpoint is rC'flected negaliYPiy. Whl'n thr midordinatc of the profil<' is bring rcfl<•t't<'d, Ill<' rpsultant profile throughout its
t·llt in· Jt.ngth is momt•ntnrily of Zf'I'O amplitude. An obsC'n·ed imperfect example of this phC'nomenon
is shown in th<' pnJwrs of F. \V. Edwards and E. Soucck. 10 In complete negative reflection, which
l'<'fJIIir<'S a YC'I'j' large' C'xpansion, no d1ange in the elevation of the water surface occurs at the relied ing SC'Ct ion.
c. Partial Reflection. Complete positive reflection corresponds to the dead end and complete
JH·gati\·e rC'fket ion corresponds to Ill<' wry largC' sudden expansion. These c11scs are the defining
limits of infini!C' contraction 11nd infinitr C'Xpansion resprctivcly. Jt is apparent that finite expansions nnd <'ontrnct ions must coJTC'spond to intC'rmedial<' reflect ion conditions. It may be further
notrd thnt no rPfl<•ction occurs in 11 channC'I of uniform cross section so such a channel represents a
lwrd!'rlirw t·asC' hrt Wt~<'n pnrt io.l posit ivC' and partial negative reflection. C ,, which may be called a
rdket ion !'O<'ffici<·nt, is defined as the rntio of th<' rrfl<'cted 11mplitude to the original oncoming amplit udC' of nny wn,·r form. CC'rtain conclusions may at once be drawn 11s to the effect of width changes
upon the n·flpction <"ol'fJieit•nt. L<•t n rC'presC'nt the ratio of width of the reflecting channrl to the
"i(lth in whic·h t lw oncoming wnve is propngnted. Thus, if b reprC'sC'nts the width of channel in
which the' surge approneh1•s thP n•flt•eling section, (nb) is the width of the reflecting section. The
8 15
f'lllllC dPpth is nssunwd in hoth dJUnnrls. ·
The relationship b<'tWC'en nand C, is shown below.
IIlii,\'

\\'h('ll

n = 1.0 _____ . __ _ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ ___ _ __ _ _ __ _ C, =zero.
n =zero _______ . ______ . _____ -_-_- ___ .. ___________ C,= + 1.0.
n is infinite·------------------------------------ C,=-1.0.
n 1.0 _ _ _____ _ _ __ _____ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ _ ___ _ _ C, is negative.
,.<t.o _________________________________________ C, is positive.
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To satisfy the fiv<' known conditions conc<'rning the vnrintion in tlw rl'flection coefficient with the
channel width -ratio, the following expression may be \\Tit l<'n by inspection:

c =1-~
r

J+n

This equation agrees with d<'rivations arrived nt hy E. I. Drown 8 and H. Lam bY It should be
noted that Brown's equation gives th<' resultunt amplitude, that is the sum of oncoming and
reflecting amplitude, not the reflected amplitudt> dirrrtly. Th<' gf'ncrnl problem of reflection and
transmission coefficients for section chRngf's oth<'f thnn simple width changes is beyond the scope
of this chapter.

6-05. STABILITY AND LONGEVITY:oF SURGES
A freshly generated surg<' profile can he det<'rmin<'d with sufficient accuracy for practical needs.
The manner in which a surge is r<'fl<'ctrtl by a width change can be analyz<'d without difficulty.
However, the apparently simpl<'r probkm of d<'t<'rmining the changes which occur in the profile of
a surge as it trav<'rS<'S a ennui is not on n sntisfnciory bnsis for practical applications. Since problems in stability and longevity of surg<'5 are too complex for tn•atment in this chapter, study of the
references is suggested. Boussinesq, 6 ·~ has investigated the stable solitary, positive, gravitational
wave, his equation involves not only amplituJe anti depth hut nlso the surface curvature. From
this study and a similar on<' by Rayleigh,' it is possible to obtain the profile of the positive solitary
wave of-stable form, that is, one whose Plt'lm•nts nll hun the sumc l'Pl<'rity. It has been suggested,'
that the equations of Boussin<'sq and Rayh•igh be us<'d for preclieting, at least qvalitative1y, the
trend of profile ,·uriation for profiles which do not. corr('spond to tlw stable form. This possibility,
no doubt, has some application. Essentially stable profih•s hav(• bP<'n observ<'d to tra\'el many
miles with inappreciable change, yet the elementary ('Xpressions for celerity, based only upon depth
and amplitude, require a positive solitary wave to dcvdop an abrupt front face and an e\lerflattening back fnce. This characteristic of the <'lementnry <'XPr<'ssions for celerity was exhibited
by the step method calculation of a. surge profile in the illustmtive <'xample of surge generation.
Instead of quiekly d<'veloping an abrupt front ns tlw computation indicates, it appears that the
surge dev<'lops a g<'ntly round('d profile of fnirly stnhle form. 10 Abrupt fronts, which should be
clearly visible, hn\·e not been obscn·<'<l in navigation ennuis. Furthermore, it has been shown 6• 13
that an l! brupt bn•aking surg(' of the shoek type enn O•'t·ur only when the surge amplitude exceeds
the dept '· For the amplitude-depth ratios which occur in navigation canals, surges assume the
smooth 11 ;dular form. For these reasons, it may be coneludcd that a solitary wave gcneratPd by
lock opNn t ions dew lops a fairly stable form, particularly in the case of the positive wav('. It is
known that a solitary wave of depr<'ssion is less stnblc than a solitary wave of elevation. As an
aid to the judgment in estimating the stabilit.y of wavt' forms, the ohs<'rvations of J. Scott Russell, 8
although made more thnn 100 ycnrs ugo, nre of considerable Ynlue. The problems of wave stability
are too complex for complete trcatnwnt in this ehnpter, being within the province of hydrodynamics. 16
Even if a stahiP form is assmncd, lossps of enNgy, howen•r smull, must occur because water in
motion is involwd. illtimatcly, the expenditure of energy must reduce the concentration of a
solitary wave nhout its mid-point. No sntisfadory th<'oretienl basis is available for determining
energy losses and the corresponding profile changPs. Some of Russell's observations showed the
decreas(' in maximum amplitude of a solitary wave as a function of distance traversed.'· 8 Additional
data arc ne<'d<'d to plac(' the problNn of Pnl'rb"Y loss in solitary wav!'s on a sound basis. If the rate
of energy loss wrr<' determinable, the eorrcsponding pro!ll<· <"i111ngrs could be determined because
the potential and kinPtic cnPrgit•s of wuvrs enn lw (•vuhwt('d.~· 8 ' 1 ~ Th<' quPstions of stability and
longevity of surg('s arc o£ consid<'rabl<' pruc\icul impmtnnce in lin• ease of navigation canals. A
Rurge problem of gr<'atcr magnitude will <'xi~t if th<' snrgps g<'nrrated tend to retain their strength
and integrity ovt>r long periods of time than if the surges tend to become undular, break up, and
lose th<'ir strength. '!'his is true because the synchronism of the effects of newly generated and
8
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rl'flected surges mny creal<' severe cond it ions. 10 It is, t hrrdore, unforlunnt r that n practical basis
for estimating the longrvity of surges cannot br S1.1ggrsted at this time. Observation of surge
conditions, perhn!ls purposf'fully crt' at f'd, in Pxist ing canals is at prrsent t lw best basis for estimating not only thf' stability of surge profiks but th<• long<'vity of smg<'s as well. Only in this mannf'r
cnn the efTeets of the minor partial rf'flec:tions, which occur in unlinf'd canals and numerous
other unc<'rtainti<'s, he rPlinhly evnluntt'd.
ti-06. SURGE CONTROl.

If the costs of surgf' control nrf' prohthitivf' or if cnntrol is othf'rwis<• irnpra.-ticnhlf', th<' only
solution is to anti<:ipatf', <'Valuutf', and make the best design possible for thu conditions discussed
in parngraph 6-01 a. If, howev<•r, sornf' positiv<' action is warranted to pr<'YPnt or nlleviatf' a
smge problem, the following spPcific mf'thods should be considcrr•d.
a. Reduction in Equalization Rate. It has brf'n shown that surgr nmplitudrs nr<', in g<·nNal,
proportional to discharge ratrs. Therefore, a surge cnn be limited to uny d<•sil·t'd dPgr<'<' by incrPasing the lock equalization period. In a new design, this would he done hy prm·iding culverts of
low capacit.y; in an <'Xisting ennui, the culverts would he throttlL•d in n.ny suituh!f' numner. Delny
to traffic is the only objection to the use of this method. Since this solution is till' only one which
cun be adopted at very small cost, it should nlwnys he considt·t·<•d Yery eurdully.
b. Increase in Channel Dimensions. An increase in chnnnd depth incrPasPs thf' N·lr-rity
and redu<'es the surge amplitude; an in<' reuse in width dt•<·n•nses t h<' surge amplitude without ('hangc
in celerity. In either case, the velocity of flow due to a surge is n•du<·<'d as is nlso the <'ollision
hazard. The cosi is usually an important objection to the us<' of ~l'nerous ehann<'l dinwnsions for
surge control. Of course, if large channel dimensions lll"f'. nN•dl'd for any otlwr purposl', the surge
problem is benefitNl incidf'ntally.
c. Surge Control Reservoirs. The following discussion of a smge control rf'sen·oit· covers
only the control of surges in an upper pool; it is f'\·idPnt that a similn.r uppli<'ntion is possihlf' for
t-qualization of the lower pool. The surge contml rf'servoir hn.s smn.ll eonduits or oth<•r n•striel<•d
inlets joining the reservoir and the upper pool. The lo<·k has <'Ulvt'rls l<'nding to both the res<•rvoir
und to the upper pool direetly. In raising the level in the chn.miH·r, the wntPr is first druwn to the
grPttlf'st fensible <'XIf'nl from the reservoir hut tlw finn! cqualizat ion is accomplished with water
taken from the upJwr pool. The relative amounts drawn from th<' two som·cps df'JWnd upon the
rPservoir ar<'a. To prevent excessive <'qnalizat ion periods, the inflow to the loek can he swit 1'11l'd
from the rPsen·oir to the upper pool b<'fore the lock and reseiToir hns h<'<'n fully <'q ualizPd. The
small out lets connf'ding I he reservoir and upper pool should lw proportioned or <·ontrollNl so ns
1o just rPfill lh<' r<'SNvoir prior to thf' next lo<'kagP.
Thus, thP rail' of draft of llw n•s<'n·oir upon
the upp<'r pool is very low and the surges due to refilling of the l'esf'rvoir ari' nPgligihll'. The
principal ohjrdions to the usc of a surge contr·oll·f'F-<'1'\'0ir arc the <·osts of th<' resf'rvoir ils<'lf and
the <·ost of th<' additional eulverts, vaiYf's, nnd controls. Ho\\·<'ver, in an importnnl <'llillll, the usc
of a smw~ control rpservoir may he f<•asihle, purl il'ularly if favornhlf' topogl'llphic <'nndit ions <·xist.
A surge control n~·sf'rvoir was considerNl in Hl40 for I he Panama Cnnul Thit·d Lod;s proj<'<'l. Thf'
modf'l tests indicnted that the rPSt'rvoir would havf' hf'en Vf'ry effPet ivf'.
d. Channel Expansions. The phPnomenon of partial n<'gative rPfiPction a.t. n chamwl expan:<ion sugg<·sts the possibility that such <•xpnnsions eould he US{'(] to limit surgP nruplit ud<'f'. \\'lu•n
the surg<' PncolmtPrs thf' Pxpnm~ion, which should he loeuted Vl'l',V Ilt'lll' lh<' lo<·k, pnrtinl npgutive
rf'tlt'dions will Of'em·. Sin<'e the sign of th<• nt•gativ•.J.\' l'<'llect<•d WilY<' is opposil<• to thnt of tlw
oncoming wav<', somP rnJH'I'Ilation will O<'Cllr. It is nP<'<•ssnry to eonsid<·t· tlw trnnsmitl<'d componpnt which <•ntcrs th<' expansion and its po~itive partial n•flf'ction from th<' conlrn<'lion following
1he <'Xpansion in a eomplPil' analysis. The efT I'd of a chann<'l expansion c·n.n b<' <lt'lermined only
by carefully comhining the effects of all components in accordance with th<' theory of parlin!
reflections. It is cYidcnt, however, that some beneficial effects can he obtained in this manner.
9
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In a. favorable topographic situation the use of channel expansions might be a feasible method of
surge control, although no purposeful application of this method is known.

6-D7. MODEL TESTS
Since the generation, propagation, and reflection of surges are essentially dynamic and gravitational phenomena, model tests based on Froude's Law can be used in the study of surges. Until
the laws of energy loss in waves are better known, some question will exist as to the accuracy with
which the longevity of surges is represented by a model test. However, the results are probably
as good or better than those obtainable by any other method. Distortion is permissible for some
purposes, for example studies of the effects of channel expansions. For test!;! which must represent
the behavior of model vessels at junctions and bends, the model should be undistorted. Distortion
is also inadvisable in any study in which the longevity of surges is an important factor. Observational sensitivity is the most important criterion governing the model size. The wave forms generated by lock operations are so long that surface tension probably has little effect, even if the model
is quite small. However, if a model surge assumes an undular form, surface tension might affect
the celerity. Stilling wells or other devices which involve time lag cnnnot be used. Direct observatiQn of water levds on streamlined staff g~ges is feasible; good results were obtained in a model prototype comparison. 10 The very best sensitivity which can be expected from directly observed
ga~ when the stage changes rapidly is probably about 0.002 ft. Thus, if the prototype surges
are to be represented to the nearest 0.1 ft., the scale ratio, model to prototype, should not be less
than about 1:50. In determining the model scale, the characteristics of the phenomena. should be
considered carefully. Waves which have a length of only several inches in the model are affected
by surface tension and do not, therefore, behave as do corresponding prototype waves. While the
number of available model-prototype comparisons is small, available data 10 and theoretical considerations indicate that model studies of surge problems should be quite reliable and trustworthy.

--

LIST OF SYMBOLS
b

=width of approach channel

0 =celerity, defined as relative velocity of surge measured with respect to V1
0, =surge or wave reflection coefficient
D =depth of water in channel, with subscripts denoting
1 =;•rior to passage of surge
2 =in wake of surge
g =acceleration of gravity
L =distance
n =ratio of width of reflecting channel to width in which oncoming wave is propagated
Q =discharge in channel, with subscripts denoting
1 =prior to passage of surge
t=in wake of surge
S =absolute velocity of surge
T =time, with subscripts denoting
g=of generation
t=of travel
V =velocity in channel, with subscriptions denoting
1 =prior to passage of surge
2 =in wake of surge
w =unit weight of water
y =difference between depths upstream and downstream from surge
~ =algebraic summation
~ =is approximately equal to
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